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Academic Discipline studying the relationship between computer systems and their users This article may contain an excessive amount of intricate details that can only affect a particular audience. Please help by deleting or repositioning any relevant information, and removing excessive details that might go against Wikipedia's inclusion policy. (Low
2021) (Discover how and when to remove this message model) A computer monitor provides a visual interface between the machine and the user. Human interaction with computer (HCI) is a research in the field of computer technology design and use, which focuses on interfaces between people (users) and computers. HCI researchers observe the
ways human beings interact with computers and design technologies that allow humans to interact with computers in new ways. As a field of research, human-computer interaction is at the intersection of computer science, behavioral sciences, design, media studies and many other fields of study. The term was popularized by Stuart K. Card, Allen
Newell and Thomas P. Moran in their 1983 book The Psychology of Human-Computer Interaction, although the authors used the term for the first time in 1980[1] and 1975.[2] The term means that, unlike other tools with specific and limited uses, computers have many uses that often imply an open dialogue between the user and the computer. The
concept of dialogue compares human-computer interaction with human-person interaction: a fundamental analogy to theoretical considerations on the field.[3][4] Introduction This section requires additional quotations for verification purposes. Please help improve this article by adding quotes to trusted sources. The non-source material can be
contested and removed. (May 2021) (Discover how and when to remove this message model) Human beings interact with computers in many ways, and the interface between the two is essential to facilitate this interaction. HCI is also defined as human-machine interaction (HMI), human-machine interaction (MMI) or human-machine interaction
(CHI). Desktop applications, internet browsers, handhelds and computer kiosks make use of today's graphical interfaces (GUI)[5] Voice user interfaces (VUI) are used for voice and synthesis recognition systems, while multimodal and graphical user interfaces (GUI) allow humans to interact with agents characterized in a way that cannot be achieved
with other interface paradigms. The growth in the field of human-computer interaction has led to a qualitative improvement of interaction and has led to many new research sectors. Instead of designing regular interfaces, the different research branches focus on multimode concepts[6] compared to standard modes, intelligent adaptive interfaces
compared to command/action-based interfaces and active interfaces than passive interfaces. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) defines human-computer interaction as “a discipline that deals with the design, evaluation and implementation of interactive systems for human use and the study of the main phenomena surrounding them”.[5]
An important aspect of IC is user satisfaction (or Satisfaction Computing). And adds: “Since human-computer interaction studies man and machine in communication, it draws on the support of knowledge both from the machine and from that of man. As for machines, graphic computer techniques, operating systems, programming languages and
development environments are relevant. From a human point of view, communication theory, disciplines of theAnd of industrial design, linguistics, social sciences, cognitive psychology, social psychology and human factors such as user satisfaction. And of course, engineering and design methods are relevant ". [5] Due to the multidisciplinary nature
of the ICI, people of different origins contribute to its own Poorly designed man-machine interfaces can lead to many unexpected problems. A classic example is the Three Mile Island accident, a nuclear fusion accident, where investigations have concluded that the design of the human-machine interface was at least partly responsible for the disaster.
[7][8][9] Similarly, aviation accidents led to manufacturers' decisions to use non-standard flight instruments or braided dial layouts: although the new designs were proposed to be superior in basic human-machine interaction, the pilots had already engraved the “standard” layout. Thus, the conceptually good idea had undesirable results. Humancomputer interface Main article: User interface This section does not cite any source. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Material not provided may be challenged and removed. (May 2021) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) The human-computer interface can be described as the point of
communication between the human user and the computer. The flow of information between man and computer is defined as the cycle of interaction. The interaction cycle has several aspects, including: Visual Based: Visual-Human Computer Interaction is probably the most widespread area of human-computer interaction (HCI) research. AudioBased: Audio-based interaction between a computer and a human is another important area of HCI systems. This area handles information acquired from different audio signals. Working environment: The conditions and objectives set on the user. Machine environment: The computer environment is connected, for example, to a laptop computer in the
dorm room of a university student. Interface Areas: Non-overlapping areas involve human and computer processes, not on their interaction. Meanwhile, the overlapping areas are only concerned with the processes of their interaction. Input flow: The flow of information begins in the activity environment when the user has an activity that requires the
use of their computer. Output: The flow of information originating in the machine environment. Feedback: Loops through the interface that evaluates, moderates and confirms processes as they pass from the human through the interface to the computer and back. Equipment: This corresponds to the design of the computer, the user and the task of
optimizing the human resources needed to carry out the activity. Objectives for computers Human-computer interaction explores the ways in which humans make, or don’t make, use of artifacts, systems, and computational infrastructures. Much of the research in this field seeks to improve human-computer interaction by improving the usability of
computer interfaces. [10] How we understand usability, how it relates to other social and cultural values, and when it is, and when it might not be a desirable property of computer interfaces is increasingly discussed. [11][12] Much of the research in the field of human-computer interaction is concerned with: Methods for designing new computer
interfaces, thus optimizing a design for a desired property such as learning, searchability, efficiency of use. Methods for implementing interfaces, e.g. via software libraries. Methods for evaluating and comparing interfaces with respect to their usability and other desirable properties. Methods to study human-computer use and its sociocultural
implications more generally. Methods to determine if the user is human or computer. Models and theories of the use of the human computer and conceptual frameworks for the design of computer interfaces, such as cognitive user models, Theory of Activity, or ethnomotological accounts of the use of the human computer.[13] Which critically reflect
on values that emphasize computational design, computer use and HCI research practice. [14] The visions of what researchers in the field try to reach may vary. When they pursue a cognitivist perspective, researchers of You can try to align computer interfaces with the mental model that humans have their activities. When pursuing a post-cognitivist
perspective, HCI researchers can try to align computer interfaces with existing social practices or existing socio-cultural values. HCI researchers are interested in developing design methods, experiment with devices, prototyping software and hardware systems, exploration of paradigms of interaction and development of models and interaction
theories. Design principles The user interacts directly with Hardware for human entry and exit as a display, eg Through a graphical user interface. The user interacts with the computer on this software interface using the specified input and output and output (I / O) hardware. Software and hardware are matched so that user input processing is fast
enough and computer output latency is not disruptive for workflow. The following experimental design principles are considered, when evaluating a current user interface or by planning a new user interface: early focus is inserted on users and activities (s): how many users are needed to perform the activities It is established and the appropriate
users must be determined (someone who has never used the interface and will not use the interface in the future, it is most likely a valid user). Furthermore, the activities (i) users will perform and with the frequency with which it is necessary to perform the task (s). Empirical measurement: the interface is tested with real users who come into contact
with the daily interface. The results may vary with the user's performance level and the typical human computer interaction may not always be represented. Quantitative usability specifications, such as the number of users performing activities, time to complete the activities, and the number of errors made during activities are determined. Iterative
design: After determining what users, activities and empirical measurements include, the following iterative design steps are performed: Design The user interface test analyzes the results Repeat The iterative design process is repeated until it comes Created a sensible and easy to use interface. [15] Methodologies Various strategies of methods of
human PC interaction design methods were developed by the concept of the field during the 1980s. Most philosophies of the plan come from a model for customers, the coming and interface of specialized frameworks. The precocious techniques dealt with the psychological procedures of customers as non-amazing and quantifiable specialists and have
urged specialists to watch subjective science to establish zones, (for example, memory and consideration) when the UIS structures. Today's models, in general, the center around an input and a constant discussion between customers, creators and specialists and push for specialized paintings to be bent with the types of encounter clients must have,
as opposed to the user experience of wrapping Around a finished picture. Attivity Theory: Used in HCI to feature and consider the setting in which human cooperations with PCs occur. The hypothesis of action provides a structure for reasoning on activities in these specific circumstances and illuminates the design of interactions from a perspective
led by the action. [16] User-centered Design (UCD): A state-of-the-art plan theory, widely found established on the possibility that clients should become the overwhelming goal in the plan of any framework PC. Customers, architects and specialized experts To determine customer requirements and restrictions and create a picture to support these
components. Often, the plans focused by the customer are informed by the ethnographic investigations of situations where customers will associate with the picture. This training is like participatory design, which emphasizes the probability that end customers to effectively contribute through sessions and workshops of the shared plan. User interface
design principles: These standards can be considered during the Of a client interface: Resistance, lack of effort, permeability, convenience, consistency, structure and feedback. [17] Design sensitive to value (VSD): a technique for the construction of innovation that refers to individuals who use design easily, and also for those that design influences,
directly or indirectly. VSD uses an iterative plan process that includes three types of exams: theoretical, accurate, and specialized. The examed exams aim at understanding and jointing the different parts of design, its quality or any clash that can emerge for design users. The exact exams are subjective or quantitative plans to explore the things used
to advise the understanding of the creators regarding the qualities, needs and practices of customers. Specialized exams can include both the survey on how individuals use related progress or framework plans. [18] The displays are artifacts made by man designed to support the perception of relevant system variables and facilitate the further
processing of such information. Before a display is designed, the task that the display is intended to support it must be defined (for example, navigation, control, decision, learning, entertainment, etc.). A user or operator must be able to process any information generates and displays a system; Therefore, the information must be viewed based on the
principles to support the perception, awareness of the situation and understanding. Thirteen principles of the design of the christopher wickens et al. They defined 13 principles of display design in their book an introduction to human factors engineering. [19] These principles of human perception and information processing can be used to create an
effective display design. A reduction in errors, a reduction in the required training time, an increase in efficiency, and an increase in user satisfaction are some of the many potential advantages that can be achieved using these principles. Some principles may not be applicable to different displays or situations. Some principles may also seem in
conflict, and there is no simple solution to say that a principle is more important than another. The principles can be adapted to a specific design or situation. The search for a functional balance between the principles is fundamental for an effective design. [20] Perceptive principles This section does not quote any source. Please help you improve this
section by adding quotes to reliable sources. The material not supplied can be disputed and removed. (May 2021) (Learn as and when to remove this template message) 1. Make readable (or audible) displays. The readability of the display is fundamental and necessary for the design of a usable display. If the characters or objects displayed cannot be
detectable, the operator cannot use them effectively. 2. Avoid absolute judgment limits. Do not ask the user to determine the level of a variable based on a single sensory variable (for example, color, size, noisy). These sensory variables can contain many possible levels. 3. Superior processing. The signals are probably perceived and interpreted by
what is expected based on a user's experience. If a signal is presented in contrast with the user's expectation, it may be necessary to present more physical tests of this signal to make sure it is correctly understood. 4. Redundancy gain. If a signal is presented more than once, it is more likely to be understood correctly. This can be made by presenting
the signal in alternative physical forms (for example, color and shape, voice and printing, as redundancy does not imply repetition. A traffic light is a good example of redundancy, as color and location are redundant. 5. Similarity causes confusion: Use distinguishable elements. Signals that appear to be similar are likely to be confused. The
relationship of similar characteristics to different characteristics causes the signals to be similar. For example, A423B9 is more similar to A423B8 than 92 is to 93. 93. similar characteristics must be removed, and dissimilar characteristics should be highlighted. mental model principles This section does not cite any references. Please help you improve
this section by adding quotes to reliable sources. The material not brought can be challenged and removed. (May 2021) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) 6. Principle of pictorial realism. A display should appear as the variable that represents (for example, the high temperature on a thermometer shown as an upper vertical
level). If there are more elements, they can be configured so that it resembles the environment would be represented. 7. Principle of the movable part. moving elements should move in a pattern and direction compatible with the user's mental model of how it moves actually in the system. For example, the movable element in an altimeter should move
upwards with the altitude. Principles-based care 8. Information Minimizing cost of access or interaction cost. When the user's attention is diverted from one place to another to access the necessary information, not V'a a cost associated in time or effort. A display design should minimize this cost by allowing frequently accessed sources to be located in
the nearest possible location. However, adequate readability should not be sacrificed to reduce this cost. 9. proximity principle compatibility. divided attention between two sources of information may be required to complete a task. These sources must be mentally integrated and are defined to have mental proximity. logon information costs should be
low, which can be accomplished in many ways (for example, of proximity, the connection by common colors, patterns, shapes, etc.). However, close proximity of the display can be harmful, causing too much clutter. 10. Principle of more resources. A user can easily process information from different resources. For example, the visual and auditory
information can be presented simultaneously rather than presenting any visual or auditory information all. Memory principles This section does not cite any references. Please help you improve this section by adding quotes to reliable sources. The material not brought can be challenged and removed. (May 2021) (Learn how and when to remove this
template message) 11. Replace memory with visual information: the knowledge in the world. A user should not need to keep only the important information in working memory or recall it from long-term memory. A menu list, or another display may help the user facilitating the use of their memory. However, the use of memory can sometimes benefit
the user by eliminating the need to refer to some global knowledge (for example, a computer expert operator would prefer to use direct commands from the manual refer to a memory). The use of knowledge in a user's head and the knowledge in the world must be balanced by an effective design. 12. predictive aiding Principle. Proactive actions are
typically more effective than reactive actions. A display should eliminate cognitive tasks demanding more resources and replace them with simple perceptual tasks to reduce user's mental resources. This will allow the user to focus on the present conditions and to consider the possible future conditions. An example of a predictive aid is a road sign
displaying the distance to a certain destination. 13. Principle of consistency. Old habits of other displays will easily transfer to support the development of new displays if they are designed consistently. long memory Of a user activating the actions that should be appropriate. A design must accept this fact and use the consistency between the different
displays. Current search This section must additional quotations for verification. Please help you improve this item by adding quotes to reliable sources. The material not brought can be challenged and removed. (October 2010) (More information on how and when removing this message model) Topics in man-machine interaction are as follows: social
computing computing Article: social computing social computing is an interactive and collaborative behavior considered between technology and people. In recent years, there has been an explosion of research on social sciences that focuses on interactions as an analysis unit, as there are many social computing technologies that include blogs,
emails, social networking, fast messaging and various others. Much of this research draws from psychology, social psychology and sociology. For example, a study found that people expected a computer with the name of a man to cost more than one car with the name of a woman. [21] Other research reports that individuals perceive their interactions
with computers more negatively than humans, despite being similar to these machines. [22] The interaction of the human computer guided by knowledge in human interactions and computers, a semantic gap usually exists between human and computer habits in relation to reciprocal behavior. Ontology, as a formal representation of the specific
knowledge of the domain, can be used to address this problem by solving semantic ambiguities between the two parties. [23] Emotions and human computer intertestations Main articles: Affective understanding and emotion Recognition In the interaction of human beings and computers, research has studied how computers can detect, process and
react to human emotions to develop emotionally intelligent information systems. The researchers suggested several "fluid detection channels". The potential to tell human emotions in an automated and digital fashion lies in improvements to the effectiveness of human-computer interaction. The influence of emotions in human-informatic interaction
has been studied in fields such as financial decisions using the sharing of ECG and organizational knowledge using ophthalmistic tracking readers and face as effects detection channels. In these fields, it has been shown that detection channels affect the potential to detect human emotions and information systems can incorporate data obtained from
effects detection channels to improve decision models. Brain - Computer interfaces Main article: Crain Brain-€ "Computer Interface A brain-computer interface (BCI), is a direct communication path between an advanced or wired brain and an external device. BCI differs from neuromodulation as it allows the flow of bidirectional information. BCIS are
often directed to research, mapping, assisting, increasing or repairing human cognitive or sensory functions. [24] Change factors traditionally, the use of the computer was modeled as a human-computer diasta where the two were connected by a narrow explicit communication channel, such as text-based terminals. A lot of work has been done to
interact between a computer system and a more reflective human being than the multidimensional nature of everyday communication. Due to potential problems, human-computer interaction shifted focus beyond the interface to respond to observations as articulated by D. Engelbart: "If ease of use is the only valid criterion, people attack the triceps
and would never try bicycles." [25] How humans interact with computers continues to evolve rapidly. The interaction of the human computer is influenced by developments in the calculation. These forces include: reduce hardware costs leading to wider memory and miniaturization of faster hardware systems leading to reduced portability of power
requirements leading to portability of new display technologies leading to computational devices packagingNew specialized hardware modules that lead to new functions of increased network development communication and distributed calculation ever more widespread use of computers, in particular by people who are outside the profession of
increasing innovation input techniques (for example, voice, Gesture, Pen), combined with the lowering cost, leading to rapid computerization by people previously left out the computer revolution. Larger social concerns that lead to better access to A Starting in 2010[update] it is expected[26] that the future of ICI will include the following features:
Ubiquitous computing and communication. Computers are expected to communicate via high-speed local area networks, nationwide over wide area networks, and in a portable way via infrared, ultrasound, cell phones and other technologies. Data and computing services will be accessible from many, if not most, of the places where you go. Systems
can have a large number of functions associated with them. There are so many systems that most users, technical and non-technical, do not have the time to familiarize themselves with traditionally (for example, through voluminous user manuals). The mass availability of computer graphics. Computer graphics capabilities such as image processing,
graphic transformations, rendering, and interactive animation are spreading as low-cost chips become available for inclusion in workstations and mobile devices. Mixed media. Commercial systems can handle images, voice, sounds, videos, text, formatted data. These are exchangeable via communication links between users. The separate sectors of
consumer electronics (e.g. stereo, DVD players, TVs) and computers are beginning to merge. Computer and print fields are expected to overlap. High bandwidth interaction. The speed of human-machine interaction is expected to increase dramatically due to changes in speed, computer graphics, new media and new input/output devices. This can lead
to qualitatively different interfaces, such as virtual reality or computational video. Large and thin displays. New display technologies are maturing, enabling large displays and thin, lightweight and energy-efficient displays. This has significant effects on portability and will probably allow you to develop computer interaction systems based on paper
and pen that are very different from the current desktop workstations. Information services. Public information services (such as home banking and purchasing) and specialised industrial services (e.g. meteorological services for pilots) are expected to proliferate. The rate of proliferation can accelerate with the introduction of broadband interaction
and improved interface quality. Scientific Conferences One of the main conferences for new research on human-computer interaction is the Association for Computing Machines (ACM) Annual Conference on Human Factors in Computer Systems, commonly known as CHI (pronounced kai, or Khai). The CHI is organised by the ACM Special Interest
Group on Computer-Human Interaction (CHI). WHO is a big conference, with thousands of participants, and has a fairly wide scope. It brings together academics, professionals and people from the industry, with sponsoring companies such as Google, Microsoft and PayPal. There are also dozens of smaller, regional or specialized ICI-related
conferences held annually around the world, including:[27] ACEICFAASRS: ACE International Conference on Future Applications of AI, Sensors and Robotics in Society ASSETS: ACM International Conference on Computers and Accessibility CSCW: ACM Conference on Computer Supported Computer Supported Cooperated Computer Supported
Cooperated CC Work: Ten-year Aarhus Conference on Critical Computing DIS: ACM Conference on Interactive Systems Design ECSCW: European Conference on Computer-Supported Cooperative Work GROUP: ACM Conference on Supporting Group Work HRI: International ACM/IEEE Conference on Human Robot Interaction HC II: International
Human-Computer Interaction ICMI: International Conference on ITS Multimodal Interfaces: ACM Conference on Tabletops and Mobile SurfacesHCI: International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction with Mobile Devices and Services NIME: International Conference on New Interfaces for Music Expression OzCHI: Australian Conference on
Human-Computer Interaction TEI: International Conference on Tangible, Embedded Interaction e Embodied Embodied International Conference on Ubiquitous Computing Uist: Symposium ACM on I-User Interface Software I-user: International Conference on User Science and Engineering Interact: IFIP TC13 Conference on Human InteractionComputer IHCI: International Conference on the Intelligent Human Computer See also Ã, human â,¬ "computer interaction portal contour of humans - computer interaction information design information architecture experience user design design design design and technology captcha testure test hci bibliography, a project based on the web to
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